he rise in its critical fortunes over the last forty years has seen Daniel Defoe's Roxana (1724) -originally entitled The Fortunate Mistress -take a place of prominence in the history of the eighteenth-century novel. Book historians, however, have been slower to recognise its importance. The fact that Roxana was reprinted with a host of spurious continuations until the end of the nineteenth century, an aspect of which Spiro Peterson's unpublished doctoral dissertation of 1953 remains the fullest treatment, 1 has attracted relatively little attention. In all, six different editions feature a continuation that takes the narrative beyond the point at which Defoe left off, those published in 1740, 1745, 1750, 1755, 1765, and 1775. A number of these splice a new ending onto Defoe's text, either rewarding the penitent prostitute for her reformation or punishing her marital and maternal transgressions in the original novel. As P. N. Furbank and W. R. Owens have demonstrated, the middle four continuations are closely related, with the last of these, published by J. Cooke in 1765, being the version of the novel that endured for most of the nineteenth century.
before it is just as abruptly dropped. 10 Things then pick up with Roxana narrating her final days: widowhood, retirement from the world, seeing her daughter marry the son of her Quaker friend, and delivering lengthy tracts of worldly advice to one of the sons whom the reader will remember she abandoned at the start of Defoe's novel.
These sections of advice are the primary focus of the present article, because the plagiarism in the 1740 continuation does not stop with Haywood. The sententious and prudential didactic material constituting Roxana's letters of advice to her son is likewise stolen. While Peterson asserts that 'the anonymous writer drew his materials from the immediate surroundings and left a fairly accurate picture of middle-class social life ', 11 it can be demonstrated that the main source for the continuation is the almost-forgotten seventeenth-century conduct manual, Humane Prudence, written in the form of a familiar letter by William de Britaine. After recovering the complicated publication history of that work, I will trace its modification and use in the 1740 Roxana. I will also identify other instances of plagiarism in Elizabeth Applebee's edition of Roxana, which turns out to be a rather motley production.
Lisa Maruca and others remind us of the distinction between a text that is produced by an author and a book, a physical item produced by many hands, whose labour is often elided in scholarship that upholds the originality and creativity of the author. 12 Applebee's 1740 Roxana is not just a work of many hands in the book trade; it is a work of many authors, some of whom were dead in 1740 and some of whom can be identified. Consequently the 1740 Roxana adds to our understanding of literary theft, book production, and formal expectations in the early eighteenth century.
The Textual History of Humane Prudence Humane Prudence: or, The Art by which a Man may Raise himself and his
Fortune to Grandeur was in its thirteenth authorized edition by 1739, the year before it was used to flesh out Applebee's edition of Roxana. It has been out of print since 1897, when an adapted version of the eleventh edition (1717) appeared. 13 Humane Prudence was originally published anonymously in 1680, but much like Defoe's Roxana took on a textual life of its own, being 'corrected and very much enlarged' in almost every subsequent edition. Each printing after the first claims to have been augmented, but only editions up to the sixth (1693) claim that the additions are authorial.
The basis for the attribution is the signature, 'W. de Britaine', to the 'Epistle Dedicatory' in the third (1686) and all subsequent editions. William de Britaine may be a pseudonym; despite the popularity in its time of Humane Prudence, he is absent from the Dictionary of National Biography and as far as I can tell from all other biographical indexes. Nevertheless, other items were published under this name. The Dutch Usurpation (1672) is a thirty-five-page work of interpretive history decrying Dutch practices in diplomacy and trade, dedicated to the Duke of York (later King James II). 16 Herbert Sturmer, de Britaine's nineteenth-century editor, gives internal evidence that these three political pieces were all written by the same hand as Humane Prudence, as the conduct work echoes parts of the pamphlets. 17 Whether that hand belonged to a man named William de Britaine (or 'd' Bretaine', as it is given in the Sober Enquiry), Sturmer is less certain. Based on the dedication of Humane Prudence to Edward Hungerford and some detective work into his other dedicatees, Sturmer argues the plausible case for de Britaine being the pseudonym of the Welsh translator and historian, John Davies.
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Whether or not William de Britaine was a pseudonym, Humane Prudence undoubtedly expanded beyond the original author's conception. The only textual history is that given by Sturmer, which I will update and augment here. The first edition was ascribed to 'A.B.' on the title-page in 1680. It begins with an address from 'The Bookseller to the Reader', commending the advice and its author. The first edition has 131 pages, comprising thirtythree short 'Sections' of counsel and a kind of appendix called 'Sententiae Stellares, or Maximes of Prudence to be observed by Artisons [sic] of State', made up of seventy-one numbered paragraphs.
19 'The second edition, with the Addition of a Table' was published in 1682, and includes a table of contents after the bookseller's letter, giving a title to each section. 20 'The Third Edition: Corrected and very much enlarged in every Section throughout the whole Book, by the Author' drops 'By A.B.' and introduces a Latin quotation on the title-page, which remains for all subsequent editions. 21 The text of this third edition comprises twenty-two numbered and titled 'Sections' and 109 'Sententiae Stellares' (the table of contents moves to the back). The bookseller's letter is dropped, and in its place is a dedication 'To His much Honoured Friend Sir T.S. K t . and Baronet', which is signed 'W. de Britaine', the first appearance of the author's name. 22 No copy of the fourth edition appears to have survived. 'The Fifth Edition: Very much enlarged, divers new Sections added, and the whole Corrected, by the Author' (1689) considerably expands the earlier editions. In fact, little new material was added to subsequent printings until the tenth edition (1710). The fifth edition has 32 'Sections' and 123 'Sententiae Stellares', with the volume running to 359 pages of fairly large type; new sections are added, extant ones are extended, and the order is sometimes altered. 'The Epistle Dedicatory' is addressed for the first time to Edward Hungerford, the basis for Sturmer's tentative identification of William de Britaine with John Davies. On page 313, the large type stops, and the book is completed in a smaller type. 23 All subsequent editions have the dedication to Hungerford, the thirty-two sections of text, and 123 or 122 'Sententiae Stellares' (it goes from 123 to 122 between the eighth and ninth editions). The first of these editions is the 1693 sixth edition, the last to be corrected and enlarged 'by the Author', which differs from the fifth edition mainly because its type is smaller. 24 Thereafter, the 1697 seventh edition, the 1700 eighth, the 1702 ninth, 1710 tenth, and 1717 eleventh editions are fairly uniform, though the 1710 has some additions -several exemplary fables to round off the sections of advicewhich are retained in subsequent printings.
There are two separate editions claiming to be the twelfth. The first was a two-volume Dublin production of 1726. 26 Parts of Humane Prudence are used without acknowledgment in a number of conduct guides and collections of aphorisms throughout the eighteenth century, but it is beyond the scope of this article to detail these. 27 There was a French translation in 1744 and a Latin one in 1762.
28 Some reprints came out of Dublin and Aberdeen in the late eighteenth century, 29 but the book slipped into obscurity throughout the nineteenth century and again in the twentieth after the 1897 edition.
Textual Relations
The textual history of Humane Prudence that I have offered indicates that its original anonymity and probable subsequent pseudonymity are compounded by the accretive nature of its publication, which continued beyond the 1689 edition, even if that edition did provide the shape for all subsequent editions. William de Britaine's Humane Prudence has perhaps never been treated as a finalized and finished text (even Sturmer 'adapts' rather than just edits it), least of all in the sixty years after it first appeared. The question of which edition of de Britaine was used in the 1740 Roxana is insoluble. However, we may make some conclusions and other inferences, based on textual concordance. First, it is crucial to note that whoever transcribed Humane Prudence for the 1740 Roxana did not copy literatim from whichever edition they used -alterations, omissions, and (more rarely) additions are made throughout. Of course, it is most likely that one edition of de Britaine was used, though the textual evidence points away from the idea that one of the later editions of Humane Prudence provided the copytext for the 1740 Roxana. I will show here that the likeliest copytext is one of the 1697 (seventh), 1700 (eighth), or 1702 (ninth) editions, though we cannot rule out the possibility that Applebee's writer had seen, or indeed used, a later edition.
We can rule out the first three editions (1680, 1682, and 1686), because several of the sections from the 1740 Roxana did not appear in Humane Prudence at all until the expanded fifth edition of 1689 (discounting the phantasmic fourth edition). I am also ruling out this fifth edition, as well as the 1693 sixth edition -the final one to profess authorial emendationsbecause these both include a paragraph that is dropped in subsequent editions and which is also absent from the corresponding part of the 1740 Roxana.
30 Likewise, it is most probable that an edition from before 1710 was used, because this edition has some significant additions that are absent from Roxana. Namely, four of the nine sections plagiarized have, in de Britaine, an illustrative fable to round off the section, none of which appears in the 1740 Roxana. Whilst it is, of course, possible that the 1740 transcriber decided to omit these -and perhaps he even knew them to be a later addition to Humane Prudence and, so, 'spurious' -it is most likely that he was working from a text that simply did not contain these fables. Nothing from de Britaine in the 1740 Roxana cannot be traced back at least as far as the 1697 edition; parts that are new to the 1710 edition are omitted from Roxana. On this basis, the 1702 ninth edition 31 (hereafter HP) will be used to trace the concordance with the 1740 text of Roxana (hereafter R).
Borrowings and Modifications
In the 1740 Roxana, the more-or-less faithful reproduction of Defoe's original novel (R, pp. 1-300) -minus the final paragraph -is followed by the part plagiarized from Haywood's The British Recluse, first identified by George Frisbie Whicher in 1915 (R, pp. 300-59).
32 The remainder (R, pp. 359-441) intersperses new material with sections plagiarised from de Britaine (see Table 1 ). The first chunk from de Britaine is 'ROXANA's Advice to her Son about Marriage' (R, pp. 404-08), which corresponds with de Britaine's section 'Of Marriage' (HP, pp. 135-41). There are a few alterations and omissions. To give an example, from the section's opening, this is de Britaine's formulation: 'there is but one Step more to make your Life comfortable, and to advance your Fortune, and that is, well to dispose of your self in Marriage; certainly a Business which requireth grave Consideration' (HP, p. 135). In the 1740 Roxana, this becomes:
Marriage is one Step more to make your Life comfortable, and to advance your Fortune still higher; and that is, well to dispose of yourself in it: It is certainly a Business which requires your grave and most serious Consideration (R, p. 404). Along with other slight variations, subject and pronoun are here reversed, but because this is done carelessly the meaning is impaired in the Roxana version: 'that' does not have a direct referent.
Parts of this section are also changed to reflect the fact that Roxana is speaking. First, there are five paragraphs from de Britaine (HP, p. 138) missed out entirely from the 1740 Roxana. The tenor of the first of these 
In Roxana's words this becomes:
But I hope you have no Kindness for these morose Cynicks, who sully the Glory of the riches [sic] Jewels in the Cabinet of Nature' (R, p. 408).
As well as the capitalization of 'Kindness' and the typographical error of 'riches' (for 'richest'), the change shifts the undesirable chauvinist attitude that is being critiqued to Roxana's son. The penultimate paragraph in de Britaine is boiled down to its aphorism -'For a generous and brave Woman, is the Exchequer and Treasury of Virtue' (R, p. 408) -with the Greek origin and source that de Britaine gives left out.
After the section on marriage, the plot resumes with news of Roxana's maid Amy's death, and Roxana resolves to withdraw from public life (R, pp. 408-10). She sets down her 'Lucubrations' on retired life (R, pp. First, it is not clear in the context of Roxana who the addressee is supposed to be -unlike the other advisory parts, this one is not explicitly put to her son. It must be assumed that those responsible did not care enough about such inconsistencies to execute a more thorough rewrite. Second, the masculine, homosocial purport of this passage does not fit Roxana's voice. Though most classical quotations are cut, the lessons from history characteristic of a male conduct manual are retained, giving Defoe's heroine a classical frame of reference that she does not evince in the original novel. 35 Two pages of original material follow the section on retirement (R, pp. 416-18), in which Roxana, getting closer to her children, decides to reveal her identity to one of her daughters. At this point, her son conveniently asks for advice on personal conduct and business. Roxana obliges, first in a section headed 'ROXANA's Instructions to her Son' (R, pp. 418-20), which corresponds with 'Of Complaisance' in de Britaine (HP, pp. 173-76), with just a few textual variations. Roxana then spends about a page (R, pp. 418-19) putting her project of disclosure to her children into effect, going about it in a rather dilatory way in the first instance by having a coach house and stable erected so that she will be able to visit her daughter more often. In the meantime, to take her mind off the workmen's noise, she sets down 'ROXANA's Instructions to her Son, on Business' (R, p. 421-27), which corresponds with de Britaine's 'Of the Man of Business' (HP, pp. 146-53). This section contains perhaps de Britaine's most famous aphorism, which remains proverbial: 'He who will be his own Counsellor, shall be sure to have a Fool for his Client' (HP, p. 147). The most significant variation is the omission from the 1740 Roxana of one paragraph from de Britaine that advises resolution in decision-making: ' . 141-45 ). There is a considerable extent of textual variation, some of which seems attributable to the transcriber's effort to maintain the consistency of Roxana's voice. Instead of 'When you come upon the Stage of Action, as it's your Duty, so it will be your Glory to deal justly with all Persons' (HP, p. 141), Roxana says, 'Since you are come upon the Stage of Action, as it was your Duty, so it will be your Glory, to deal justly with all Persons whatsoever' (R, p. 427). Thus is the advice adapted to Roxana's son, who is more advanced on the 'Stage of Action' than de Britaine's actual or implied addressee. Three paragraphs from de Britaine (HP, pp. 142) are left out. Again, this may be related to the reformation of Roxana that is a priority of the 1740 edition, and to maintain consistency of character: having Roxana profess never to having deceived people for gain and never to have done anything 'Vicious', which is the import of these missing paragraphs, would make her sound hypocritical. 'ROXANA's Third Letter of Advice to her Son' (R, pp. 430-32) discusses the benefits of avoiding lawsuits, and is taken from de Britaine's section 'Of Suits of Law' (HP, pp. 131-34). This letter in the 1740 Roxana contains a 'postscript' (R, p. 432) taken from the next section in de Britaine, 'Of Gaming' (HP, pp. 134-35). Variations follow the pattern we have already seen: some syntactic changes, alterations of capitalisation, and a Latin quotation omitted (HP, p. 133). One interesting variation that suggests the 1740 transcriber had some interest in consistency of voice is from the following paragraph of de Britaine:
To go to Law, is like a Lottery, or playing at Dice, where if the Game be obstinately pursued, the Box-keeper is commonly the greatest Winner: I speak not this to reflect upon that Honourable Profession, to which I shall ever pay the greatest Tribute of my Service (HP, p. 132).
In the 1740 Roxana, the second part ('I speak [. . .]') is left out, probably because it implies that the speaker has practiced law. The gambling section is short (three paragraphs), and features only minor variations between Roxana and the source.
Again, there is no plot development between the letters of advice: 'ROXANA's Fourth Letter of Advice to her Son. Concerning his giving and taking Counsel' (R, pp. 431-36) follows immediately on. This section corresponds to de Britaine's 'Of Council and Counsellors' (HP, pp. 153-61). The advice is largely directed at a courtier who may advise a king. There is no attempt to modify it for the context of the novel, which is a mother giving worldly advice to a son engaged in commerce. One sentence from de Britaine is omitted from the 1740 Roxana. It is hard to say why beyond likely accident, as it is innocuous and consonant with the rest: 'It's great Prudence in Matters of Debate, to speak last, and be Masters of others strength, before you discover your own' (HP, p. 156). 'ROXANA's last Letter of Advice to her Son' (R, pp. 436-38) is taken from de Britaine's 'Of Prudence in Time of Danger' (HP, pp. 162-64), and is the final part of the plagiarism. This part again features textual variations, including typographical mistakes, but is essentially the same as that given in de Britaine. Appropriately it ends with the advice to 'let God alone with his Providence' (R, p. 438). In the remainder of the book, Roxana hears of the good effects of these letters; she reveals her identity, though not her life of fraud and prostitution, to her son and daughter; and she lives a retired life, before another voice enters to narrate that she died seven years later, at peace with the world (R, pp. 438-41).
Other Source Material
Before conclusions are drawn from this episode in the history of eighteenthcentury literary plagiarism, the hitherto unidentified presence of another author's work in the 1740 Roxana should be noted. At the end of the praise for retreat into a 'Grotto' that is from Humane Prudence, Roxana says that she diverts herself with flights of fancy 'travelling o're the Globe and Maps' with books, and cites the following lines of poetry: 36 The lines have been revised by the transcriber in Roxana. They are also taken somewhat out of context in the 1740 text. In the original, the poem's speaker is recalling here the halcyon days before he was ensnared in wedlock, whereas Roxana is talking about how she spends her later years.
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Ward's poem itself was notorious in its time, provoking several responses, being reprinted and pirated, and creating the sobriquet 'The Author of The Pleasures of a Single Life'. It had a long textual afterlife, too, which it is beyond the scope of the present article to elaborate, though I will give a few examples. 40 The interest here is that, like William de Britaine's Humane Prudence, The Pleasures of a Single Life was another text that had become almost public property by the 1740s; it could also be dropped in by Applebee's transcriber not just to fill a page but to augment the sententiousness that becomes part of Roxana's character in the 1740 continuation. Appropriately a poem that was lambasted in its time for its scurrilous treatment of marriage is redeemed, adding as it does to the reformation of Roxana as a retiring woman and caring mother.
There are at least seven different texts worked into the Applebee edition of Roxana, leaving a layered and motley production. First, of course, is Defoe's original novel; published anonymously in 1724 and unregistered with the Stationer's Company, this novel was prone to 'unauthorized' republication. As Peterson states, 'The absence of any entry for the novel in the Stationer's Register [. . .] indicates a curious neglect of the novel on the part of the owners of the copy'. 41 Expect our Manners, but return us none --(R, p. 397).
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Whether the misattribution was accidental or tactical cannot be known. Next, Peterson and Griffin refer to Roxana's 'almost verbatim reproduction of the published rules governing Quaker courtship and marriage'. 43 Lastly there is the material that is 'original' to the 1740 Applebee edition, the parts of the continuation that constitute plot development.
Griffin is correct in asserting that the critical neglect of the Roxana continuations betrays our default recourse to the author as the site and guarantor of meaning; his reminder that anonymity was the rule rather than the exception in the eighteenth century is salutary. However, the 1740 Applebee edition of Roxana complicates the matter further than Griffin's analysis allows, not just because large parts of this spurious continuation can be attributed, but because authorship in it multiplies to the point of pastiche. 44 To some extent the publisher of the 1740 Roxana was exploiting the loophole in copyright law, which meant that partial reproduction of another work was not considered unlawful. Copyright was designed to ward against piracy rather than plagiarism as such. Just a year earlier, in 1739, Samuel Johnson mounted a defence of abridgement against objections to Edward Cave's production of Dr. Joseph Trapp's sermons in a shortened form. 45 It may not seem intuitive to us, but it was probably equally possible for those responsible to justify to themselves the unacknowledged employment of William de Britaine's Humane Prudence, Eliza Haywood's The British Recluse, and Ned Ward's The Pleasures of a Single-Life in the 1740 edition of Roxana -none are reproduced in their entirety, so no law is breached.
The etymological root that links plagiarism with abduction and kidnapping, usage still common in the early eighteenth century, is instructive here: the theft is temporary and serves a purpose. 46 Defoe, a major advocate of copyright, was less favourably disposed to this practice than Johnson 47 The anonymity of Roxana seems to have given licence to venal publishers to herd a number of other texts under its name. As Richard Savage admitted:
If an author writes a piece that has success in his own character, I abuse him; but if in a fictitious one, I endeavour to personate him, and write a second part to his work. I am very deeply read in all pieces of scandal, obscenity, and profaneness, particularly in the writings of Mrs. Haywood, Henley, Welsted, Morley, Foxton, Cooke, De Foe, Norton, Woolston, Dennis, Ned Ward, Concanen, Journalist Pitt, and the author of the Rival Modes'. 48 Savage admits that hack authors will write continuations to anonymous works; those responsible for the 1740 Roxana padded their continuation with other authors' works.
The 1740 Roxana is at once unique and exemplary. It reveals the opportunism of mid-century publishers, the commercial pressures on a burgeoning print culture, shifting expectations of novelistic closure, and the acceptance of didactic material as a way of enforcing moral lessons in fiction.
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